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Everyday Black Cowboy

By Santee's Bowers
Panther Staff
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Close to the 1998 May
commencement day, scheduled ground breaking ceremonies will result in a commemorative archway and alumni
wall park at the entrance of
Prairie View A&MUniversity
to help fund academic and athletic scholarships, and other
needs of the university.
''The wall will show
people how much graduates
care for their university," senior Marcus Thomas said. "It
starts a new tradition and as
time progresses, people wiJJ
realize that students can come

with nothing but leave with
bask in the sun. Local and other African American trailriders recently celebrated "Black
their names on an educational
Heritage Day" at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo which ends on March 8.
facility forever."
The 160 foot wall will
be composed of bricks, ranging from $50 to $250, purconsidering there's not much to do out here," chased by an anticipated
By Patrina A. Bostic
Faith Jackson, a freshman nursing major 24,000 university alumni.
"With an expected inManaging Editor
said.
"It's a good partnership for the city come of $800 thousand from
A 1956 Prairie View A&M University andtheuniversity,"saidMayorRonLeverett. one circular wall, the other
(PVAMU) engineering graduate and entrepreData from the university regarding series of three walls will be
neur will strive to boost the local economy and on-campus events such a~ conferences, spe- financed," commented Associmeet the needs of his old alma mater, by con- cial convocations, graduations, tournaments, ate Dean of Architecture
structing a University Center this year-a pro- and conventions, was supplied to Metters for Ikhlas Sabouni.
The tax deductible
posedplanwhichincludesabowlingalley,hotel, market analysis which helped him to detercontributions will be used to
retail center, grocery store, and restaurants.
mine the hotel's 90-room future existence.
Alumnus, Dr. Samuel Metters, who owns
Hotel layout and accommodations will initiate the first phase of the
an engineering firm in Washington, D.C., pur- be compatible to a "Holiday Inn Express" or project using a minimum of
chased 10 acres of land near Interstate 290W . something more upscale, said Tempton. "It 1200 bricks. There will be banand University Drive at the campus' south en- has potential to do well because there is not ners placed on the archway to
trance, and met with President Charles Hines currently a hotel in Waller County," he added. announce various events,
andothertopadministratorstodeterminewhat
Replying to sophomore Charles lighted pedestrian archways
accommodations would best serve the univer- Robson's question, "is it a proposal or is it and pathways with benches,
sity and its publics.
going to happen," Tempton said "as far as I trellised gazebos, a parking
"Dr. Metters supports the university, no know it's still a go; I haven't heard other- lot, and a reconstruction of
the 1953 Alumni Flame.
doubt," said Willie Tempton, Vice President of wise."
"The design of the
Leverett praised the site proposal for
Finance and Administration. "He hires Prairie
View graduates and has set up scholarships at a 32,000 square feet grocery store and 16,000 park is significant to the history of Prairie View A&M,"
square feet retail center.
the university."
"University Center is one of the best senior Thomas Burns said.
PVAMU has agreed to lease the 10 lane,
12,000 square feet bowling center to teach classes unilateral economic proposals today," ''The family atmosphere that
which are now taught on campus using inad- Leverett said. "It will be the start of opening unifies alumni with the camdoors, thereby creating a window of opportu- pus forever can be resembled
equate facilities.
The new bow ling alley will serve as nity for future and continued expansion for through the circular shape of
the wall."
home to the Prairie View women bowling team the city and the university."
Restaurant
proposals
include
an
The circular shape of
for tournaments and practice, and will be open
8,000
square
feet
diner
and
2,000
square
feet
each
wall
will represent an
to students and the general public for recreation .
"I think a lot of people will be pleased, See Center on page 6
See Alumni on page 6
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Members of love-hate relationships
By Samantha R. Thomas
Panther Staff
This is my last
semester at PVAMU (hopefully) and I've seen a lot of
things change over my fouryear stay. I've seen an
upgrade in administration,
an upgrade in housing, and
even in the dining hall
(somewhat). But, some
things seem to be neverending.
What is this lovehate relationship between
members of organizations
and their potential members; a relationship better
known as hazing?
Is it the same
mentality 'ole massa bad
when he was teaching the
slaves a lesson, or is it the

"mother to son" type of
unification Langston Hughes
wrote about?
Whatever the case,
everyone knows that people
pledge for different reasons some good and some bad.
You have those individuals
who are hard workers and,
of course, you have those
"shirt" wearers who needed
something to show the
public eye so that they have
an identity that does not
make them better as individuals per se, only better
accepted.
It is for these reasons that I wonder why
people haze?
Exactly what does it
prove, especially when I see
members of organizations
discuss how hard they were
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pledged, but they can't tell
you when they had their last
seminar, and they are more
concerned about their
parties versus fulfilling their
purpose.
Some people suggest
that it's all in fun and
games, though I have a hard
time digesting what's fun
about a black-eye or a
broken tail bone.
Try explaining to
someone's mother how
hazing is so significant that
it costs her child's life. I
know that seems extreme,
and it is, but what's worse is
that it's also true.
Every organization
has to have a membership
intake process because that
See

Hazing on page 6
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Letter to the Editor
I am writing on behalf
of the graduating class of
'98. As we all know, former
President George Bush will
be the speaker at our
ceremony in May. Now,
there were rumors that we
would only be able to invite
4 or 5 family members to
our graduation and those
rumors were dispelled. Now
comes a bigger question.
Now that we can invite as
many people as we want,
are you satisfied? The
whole situation that is
occurring on this campus
reminds me of a phase that
I live by "Complacency
Kills." We are now satisfied
and that is what the powers
want. They want us to be
satisfied with the situation
as it stands. Well, I am not
satisfied and nor will I be
until everyone knows about
our commencement
speaker. It was stated in
T he Panther that George
Bush was instrumental in
establishing our Navel
R.0.T.C., that he appointed
the first African-American
(General Colin Powell) as
Joint Chief of Staff, and
that during the 1940s he
raised money for the United
Negro College Fund. Well if
you look at these events as
being the great "be all end
all" for Blacks, you must
have firm knowledge of
politics, what they involve,
and what lengths any man
will go to be elected. Now
let me tell you a few things
about Mr. Bush you may
not know. Did you know
that Mr. Bush was brought
up on formal charges of
drug trafficking by California State Representative
Maxine Waters? He was
accused of accepting drugs
(cocaine) for guns to fund
war between the Contras
and the Sandonistas while
he served as head of the
C.I.A The incident was
dubbed the "Iran-Contra
Affair". Ifhe is responsible
for this, he is responsible
for crack cocaine and for
every child born addicted to
it.
In 1988, George
used a depiction of a rough
and roguish black man
named Willie Horton in a
campaign ad and under it
caption it said "This is what
Michael Dukakis wants on

your streets." This depiction was used as a result of
Dukakis allowing nonviolent offenders back on the
streets of Massachusetts. It
was used to say that George
Bush was tough on criminals and would not let them
out of prison. Why him,
why a black man?
In a country where
we officially make up 11%
of the population, why was
a black man the only
example? No, but he was a
big scary black man that
Bush would protect us from
if we vote for him. Now.
how significant do the so
called "positive" things this
man did seem? The fore
mentioned contributions
that Bush "allowed" our
community seem like
scrapes. Well sir, I am not a
dog and scrapes are just
scrapes to me. I have been
talking to many of my
peers, and much to my
discontent, it has been said
that I should just let the
inevitable happen.
People, that is not
how things change! What if
Rosa Parks had just decided to get off the bus?
What if Malcom X would
have accepted his life of
crime? What if Martin
Luther King, Jr. would not
have tried to make his
dream a reality? Where
would we be as a people
now?
All of our lives, we
have been coached to sit
down, shut up, and be
satisfied. Not me, because if
I don't do anything at all in
writing this but open a few
eyes and give you a little
knowledge, I will have said
something. If I didn't say or
do something all I would be
doing is destroying my
ancestors dreams for me
because they tried to stand
and were beaten into
submission. For these
reasons, I will never sit
down, shut up, and be
satisfied. I will stand up,
speak out, and be recognized.
Now are you
starting to get the picture?
I stated before "Complacency Kills"! I appreciate
the time you have taken to
read this.
-David J. McPherson,

senior
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Government information open to the people Swing-era dance legend
By
the court's discretion or under to disclosure may apply.
Attorney General Dan Morales

Every citizen of Texas
has a fundamental right to know
how elected and appointed officials are conducting public business. Two state statu tes, the
Texas Open Records and Texas
Open Meeting Acts, provide that
citizens may obtain copies ofgovernment documents and attend
meetings of governmental bodies.
Any information in the
possession of a governmental
entity is generally available to
the public. Public information
includes phone logs, salaries, personnel evaluation, many transcripts and records of meetings,
and so on. Some kinds of documents are confidential by law
and cannot be released. These
include certain medical records,
psychiatric records, juvenile offender records, student records,
and some personnel records.
The Open Records Division within the Office of the Attorney General issues decision
about whether particular governmental entities may or may
not be withheld under the Act's
exceptions.
Although the state's judicial system is not covered by
the Open Records Act, records of
the judiciary may be available at

other provisions of the law. Also,
records of private companies,
individual, or employees are not
covered by the Act, unless the
private entity is supported in
whole or in part by public funds.
To make an open records
request, write a letter to the governmental body from which you
are seeking information. Do not
call-the law does not require
compliance with verbal request.
However, thanks to a recent
amendment to the law, you can
make your written request by
fa.x or electronic mail. You may
ask to inspect the document in
person or to have copies made for
you.
Be as specific as possible
about the information you want.
Governmental bodies
must answer requests for documents or information that actually exist. They are not required
to answer factual questions or to
furnish information that has yet
to be created, but might exist
sometime in the future. If your
request cannot be met within ten
days, the agency will sen o a
written notice saying when the
documents will be available. This
can happen when documents a re
in use or in storage, if you have
asked for a large number ofdocuments, or if one of the exceptions

NOTE: Some families In the aur.,ey repol1ed
salling no money, and some famllles cited more
than one reason for saving.
SOURCES: John Sharp, T8ll88 Compt,oller ol
Pubilc Aa:otxlts, and F-raJ RN8Mt Boatd.

Manning comes to Houston

Many public records now
exist in electronic form. If this is
true for the information you
want, you may ask for copies
either in paper or in electronic
format. An agency is r equired to
provide copies in electronic format upon request, provided it
has technological ability to make
the copi~s. does not have to buy
anyhardwareorsoftwaretomeet
your requ:st, and does not violate co~ynght laws by making
th e copies.
.
. .
. Someti~es pubhc mformabon only exists ~ raw _data,
'.311d may not be readily available
m the format you need. In this
case, a governmental body will
send you a description ofthe data
in its existing format, together
with an estimate of the time and
cost of reformatting it' to meet
your request.
The governmental body
may require you to pay for photop
o y alph Gabriner
t
copies. CoS guidelines, which are Frankie Manning, 84, swings into Houston on March
adminiS t ered by th e General 28-29 to revive popular dances of the\ 9'30s and 1940s
Services Commission, state that
the price of photocopies of readi\y Houston, '1'X.

'=-=====================-----------=-_J

avai\ab\e documents shou\d be _ _ ___;_ _ _ _ _ __

no more th an th e actual cost of
Octogenarian Frankie Manning, swing-er
reproduction.
legend _and Tony-award winning choreographer, will
For more information on be ~ommg to Houston in March for the Swing Dance
th eTexasopengovernmentstat- Society's Frankie Manning Lindy Hop Workshop.
utes, all th e Open Government
Tony-award winning choreographer and JongHotline at (Sl2 ) 478-6736.
time performer Frankie Manning, 84, is a veteran of
the glory days ofHarlem's Savoy B allroom and Cotton
Club, television's Milton Berle show, Broadwayshows
like Black and Blue, and films ranging from the Marx
Brothers' A Day at the Races on CBS' Stompin' at the
Savoy to Spike Lee's Malcolm X.
As a member of the dance troupe Whitey's
Lindy Hoppers, Manning spent much ofthe 1930s and
40s touring the world with jazz greats like Count
Basie, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Benny
Goodman and Billie Holiday.
Manning is credited with originating many of
the Lindy Hop's acrobatic "air steps," - trademark
moves in which the dancers flip and swing their
partners aloft.
With these steps, the dance named after
Charles Lindbergh's 1927 "hop" across the Atlantic,
also took to the air.
With his emergence from retirement, Manning has helped spark a growing worldwide revival in
the popular dances of the 1930s and 4Os and of the big
band music that drives them.
He is one of the last surviving luminaries of
the sing era and is working to preserve it for future
generations.
Registration for the workshop is open to all
and it costs $40 in advance and $55 if postmarked
after March 23.
Tickets for Saturday night's dance, cost $10
for workshop attendees in advance, $8 for students
and members of the Houston Swing Dance Society, or
$15 at the door for all others.
For registration information, call Carnell
Pipkin at 281-397 0944.
It is not necessary to register with a partner.
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Drugs, alcohol: Student issues addressed Phone registration 'off the hook'

By SaKinna Thomas
Panther talT

The Benjamin Banneker Honors College opened its
doors in 1984, making it the first full honors college created at
lhistorically Black institution.
The aim of the college was to address the need for more
African-Americans to seek terminal degree programs, and
today, the historical name of the university's honors college is
bemg transformed to the University Scholars Program.
The exact nature of the change will have to await the
decision of the Central Administration, according to Dr. Jewel
Prestage who said, ''This is a part of the overall realignment
and reorganization of the university."
Dr. Prestage's title has been changed from the Dean of
the Benjamin Banneker Honors College to Director of the
University Scholars Program.
.
. The University Scholars Program is now conducting
its S~nng Lecture Series. Judge Calvin Botley, United States
Magistrate Judge from the Southern District ofTexas and Dr.
Ordia Gee, a professor of Educational Psychology at Southern
University will be speaking for the honors college.
. . The {!niversity Scholars Program also works to pro:nde mtemsh1ps for the students of Prairie View. One of the
mternships the program is placing students in is an internati~nal training and development project in which participants
will spend a semester in Africa after receiving training at Clark
~tlanta yniversity. The program is also placing students in
mternsh1ps at the various Big Ten universities.
.
Informati?n about all of these programs and applications can be attamed at the Benjamin Banneker/University
Scholars Program office by calling (409) 857-4116/4117.

Stressing health, eating right
with Family First program
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Honors college loses historical name
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a record of what you eat and
how much nutrition it gives
your body?
How often do you read
the labels on food products? Do
you know how to budget your
food
dollars?
1-r'I
J\T1:1,
Well, all of these ques•
tions can be answered by the
Family First: Nutrition Education and Wellness System
(Families First).
Families First is a nutrition education program designed to help families select
and prepare meals consistent
with their cultural traditions
while improving their overall
health.
According to Carolyn
Nobles, Interim Program
Leader for Family Consumer
Merit based scholarships are available to those who qualify. Our scholarffl·
Science,
the goals and objec.L •• , .....ti
•
. ~-1ps pay
tives
ofth-e
program are to make
"" '"' on, t11•~., ~. tcxtbaoks and ycxr wiiforms are provided for free.
rational
food
choices from a
Also, aJI schol~•P wmners receive a morrtfdy stipend of $150.00 per month. If
variety
of
foods,
practice proper
you have what it takes and are interested in a potential career as a ...__• u_•
~
Offi
•~~~~ food storage and food selection
~rps
a:r, contact LTTen-ence Thomas on campus at (4109) 857-2310 ~ drop principles, improve diet, deby the Naval Science Building.
velop skills in home gardening
and food preservation, improve
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __::___ _ _ _lnutritionalstatusofthefamily
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by better utilizing foods commonly available in traditional
recipes, compare economics
and nutritional value of meals
prepared at home to fast foods
reduce risk factors of chroni~
diseases, increase the number ofhealthy snacks and food
items consumed by family
members.
.
"I feel that this proJect
is timely with the welfare reform. When looking at families who are receiving government aid to assist them it is
vital that families are ~roperly educated about budgeting their food dollars and being able to provide their families with healthy and nutritious meals," said Nobles.
Many of the activities
involved in the Nutrition Education and Wellness System
include food preparation demonstrations, small group educational programs, grocery
store tours, home gardening
demonstrations and quarterly
newsletters.
If you would like to
become involved in the Families F1rst project con tact
Nobles at the Cooperative
Extension Program at (409)
857-3812.

By Ta'Nitra L. Trimble
Panther Staff

How many parties do
you attend and see everyone
smoking or drinking alcohol?
How often is it that
you step on the butt of a
Black-n-Mild cigar or
Swisher Sweet here on campus?
How many students
do you know on campus who
drink alcohol and smoke?
Alcohol and drug use
among students is a serious
problem, and campus environments are often seen as
encouraging this behavior.
According to a national survey ofnearly 37,000
students atfour-yearcolleges
and universities, students
with an A average consume
little more than three drinks
per week, B students have
almost five drinks per week,
C students average more
than six drinks per week and
students getting D's or F's

consume nine drinks per week.
"As a college student I
drink on special occasions. My
grades have not dropped and I
am maintaining my academic
excellence," said Johnathan
Anderson, an animal science
major from Houston.
The survey also stated
that women need to drink only
half of what male students
consume to cause the same
effect on their grades, and almost half of academic problems come from abusing alcohol which is further a factor in
about a third of school dropouts.
"I'm not a habitual
drinker, but I drink on certain
occasions. I also make sure
that I don't overdue myself
because I don't want to risk
my life and others," said Prairie View student Juandalyn
Pittman.
In the same national
surveys of four-year and twoyear colleges, 20 percent of all
students reported that they

had performed poorly on a
test assignment and nearly
30 percent said they had
missed class because oftheir
alcohol or other drug abuse
in the previous 12 months.
The survey reported
that alcohol and drug related
incidents are costly, both in
terms of dollars and human
potential.
For instance, each
year members of sororities
and fraternities spend
roughly $200 million more
on alcohol than all other students combined, an amount
that could cover tuition, room
and board for tens of thousands of people.
For more information, call the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and
Drug Information at 1-800729-6686.
All statistics cited
came from national survey
results on Drug Use and Alcohol and Drugs on American College C

What's Happening ....... .
Monday, March 16
AKA -AIDS Awareness

(Daytime)
Instruction Resumes
PVAMU Cheerleader Try-outs
7:00 p.m. SGA-Seminars
Tuesday, March 17
AKA-AIDS Aw~ss (Day)

PVAMU Cheerleader Try-outs
7 p.m. ALO-Christian and
Greek
KAP-Seminar
YMA-Dormitory
Ministry
ZPB- Seminar
Wednesday, March 18

AKA-AIDS Awareness (Day)
PVAMU Cheerleader Try-outs
7 p.m. CAB -Movie Nights
GSS-Seminar
MSC-Seminar

SGA-Seminars
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By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

Withtheworldoftechnology rampaging on, Prairie
View A&M University
(PVAMU) continues to be left
in its wake, mouths agape.
PVAMU students
stand in awe, as University of
Houston, Texas A&MUniversity, and University Texas at
Austin students use the telephone to plan the futures of
their educations.
Although telephone
registration has made the lives
of students at other, larger
universities easier with this
accessible form of enrolling in
class, PVAMU students must
show some patience and realize that there is a timeline for
moving forward with technology.
PVAMU did not obtain computer registration
until April 1993, according to
Ron Cornelius, the director of
application programming and
student computing center.
Be{oye \hen, a\\ students yey,-

telephone registration, we
need to compare where we are
relative to where we came
from," said Cornelius. "Normal progress would not allow
(telephone registration) before
this time."
Brigham Young University (BYU) in Salt Lake
City, Utah was the first institution to implement telephone
registration in 1981, accordingtoSteve Webb, manager of
the telephone registration development group at nearby
University of Houston.
Webb also said that
more than a decade later, UH
followed suit by installing a
similar system, and today
morethan30,000UH students
can enroll through telephone
registration.
For an institution of
higher education to decide to
advance its registration process, an executive decision
must make the issue a priority, according to Webb.
UH began a complete
overnau\ o{ its com-pute-r s-yste

'm. \.00\.a.nd,~ll\~~en:

istered with loads of paper- the Voice nforma: · on To
sor MP) system two years
work.
"Before considering later.

In Brief
BEEP hosting exchange program
Black Executive Exchange Program (B.E.E.P.), a
National Urban League initiative, is comprised ofsenior-and
middle-level managers from corporations, government and
professional firms who volunteer as visiting professors at
historically and predominately black college and universities. The National Association of Black Accountants and Phi
Beta Lambda will sponsor this years event in Hobart Taylor,
March 18-19.

Jones addresses LeMoyne-Owen College
Dr. Howard Jones, Professor of History at Prairie
View University, delivered the Black History Month Convocation address at LeMoyne-Owen College in Memphis, TN •
Feb. 16, 1998. His address focused on the theme for 1998
Black History Month- "African Americans in Business:
The Path Toward Empowerment". In his address, Jones
talked about the path of African Americans in business
history, and challenged the audience to start their own
business. Jones is currently involved in getting books
published and promoted. His latest publication is "AFRICAN AMERICANS: Their History" , a book written by 18
college professors and edited by Jones. The book covers
African American history through the 1990s and is available
at the Prairie View A&M University Book Exchange.

Henderson honored with scholarship
PVAMU student Dominique L. Henderson was
honored, along with 11 other students by the Houston
Chapter of the Financial Executives Institute (FEI).
Henderson was presented with a $750 scholarship and FEI
medallion for his academic achievements in business and
finance.

j
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Berry speaks on hidden messages in media Author tackles race relations in book
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Center from page 1
fast food establishment.
Burger Kmgis a consideration
and has been contacted for
negotiation, according to
'l'empton.
The dine-in will be a
"Shoney's type" establishment
aid Frank Jackson, Special
Assistant to the President for
Governmental Affairs and local County Commissioner.
According to one
Waller County resident, the
center is long overdue, and
Or. Metters seized an opportunity that he and the university would benefit from.
In addition to the University Center, construction
1s underway for a Chevron gas
station which will also house
a Jack-in-the-Box, a venture
by Ibrahim Kachmar, previous owner of Unco gas and
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along with the University has
reached a milestone," senior
William Stuart said. "It is a
sign of emergence."

convenient store on the corner
of old the 290 highway and
University Drive.

Alumni from page 1

Hazing from page 2

African tribe's unity and each
represents success of Prairie
View students who can serve
as role models for students
who see and read it.
"The whole park is an
opportunity for people to make
a contribution and be remembered for a life time," Director
of Institutional Development
and External Affairs Carolyne
Bradley-Ohver said. "To involve everyone the idea was
presented at the National
Alumni Convention last July
and in the Faculty/Students
Newsletter by Dr. Charles A.
Hines."
"The Department of
Architecture department,

is the only way an organiza~
BUY A MEMORY
tion can grow. But memberOlder issues of The
~~~~~~®~
~
~~~~~~~
principles and values of the
GIRLsaxrt'S
are available for a
organization and whether or
nominal fee. Come by
Summer Camp Counselors,
not the individual meets t h e
Administrative Staff, Nurses
the Student Publicacriteria. It is a business.
and lifeguards needed for
tions Office, 114A
There's an old saying
Girl Scout resident camps
MSC, write to P.O. Box
,
near Athens, Texas and OD
- no pain, no gain - b ut I d on t
LakcTcxoma. F<rmorc
2876, Prairie View, TX
thinkitwasmeanttobetaken
information,call972-349-2490, 77446 or call (409)
literally. I've heard that
ext. 7020. EOE.
857-2132 or 857-4107.
PVAMU is said to be one ofthe ~~~~~~~~~~~~~_:,:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_'.:_:_:_~
hardest stomping grounds
SUB
RIBE
across the nation when it
to keep Prairie
Bill's
'f'- -="...,
comes to pledging, especially
Vievv alum and
Fresh • N • Fry
when hazing was legal.
Seafood
supporters inButguesswhat! Haz203 Brana1l Hanp!aead. TX TI445
formed about
CALL (409) 826-3~68
mg is illegal now, and you can
SiJecials: Fries included
happenings on
go to jail, and/or cause your
10 shrimp $4.99
chapter's extinction on the
"The Hill".
10 Catfish nuggets $2.99
yard.
Order The Pan6
Shrimp+ 4 Nuggets $3.99
I know that no one and
ther for a mini3 pc. Dfllm Fish $4. 99
no one organization is perfect;
2 pc. Catfish Fillet $3.99
wehaveallhadourdownfalls
mal fee of $5
(by the way, I am a member of this seme ter or
Panther Positions
Rho Chi Psi Service Organi$13.50 per aca7.ation).
demic year. Ju t Speak your mind.
For those of you this
call (409)857share your thoughts.
semester who will pledge, if
learn a ski"ll. mee
h
'tal d
dl k
2132 or 4107.
you aven rea y,goo uc - ~--------------------;;!Jlnew friends and gain
anduseyourheads!
valuableexperiencel
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Three ways to
beat the high
cost of college.
1. The Montgomery GI BIii
t. Student loan repayment
3. Part-time income

WALLER COUNTY
1CRI\1INAL DISTRICT ATTORNEY

EXPERIENCE & INTEGRITY

The Army Reserve Alternate
Training Program is a smart way to
pay for college.
First, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with
up lo 7.124 for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second. if you have-or obtain-a
qualifiPd student loan not in d fault.
you may gel it paid off at the rate of
15\ per year or $500, whichever is
greater. up to a maximum of$10.000.
Selected military skills can doubl lhal
maximum.
Third, you -:an earn part-lime
money in college. and here's how it
work!> One -;ummer you take Basic
Trainmg. and the next summer vou
r<•ceive skill training at an Ar.my
school. You'll earn over :51.500 for
Basic and even more for skill training.
Tiwn you'll attend monthly meetings
11 an Arnw Reserve unit near your
college. u ·ually one weekend a month
plus two WI? ks a year. You'll be paid
ovt•r S107 a wee kend 10 start. II 's
worth thinking about. Givt' us a call:

(409) 830-532 4
,•aid 'ohl11:.~ Advertisement, ' herry Robinso~ C.1.mprugn Fund, Enuly H1lleman, Tr surer.
vl4 Otto. Orookslure, Texa,; 77423, 281/175-6448

By Eric-Chamel Gaither

BE ALL you CAN BE!'

ARMY RESERVE

Master the ExCET

$29.95, Money-Back-Guarantee No previous experience
Ask your University Bookstore necessary, and open to

for ExCET Master C

students of any major,

Go 10: www.exccLcom or phone:

Available Now!!
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NHSC clinicians in his community
work hard to be sure he never will.

E
If your ad were here

6,000 Students
would be reading it

Call For Free Stickers & Brochures 24 hours
Toll-Free 1-(888) 474-2342 or 1·(714) 648·2254
www.nwgraphics.com/black
•••
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Like Gene, millions of Americans live

in

communities without access

to adequate health care. If you are considering a career in health
care and would like to help a community like Gene's, the NHSC
has competitive scholarships that can help you reach your goal.
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Berry courted many issues including: the socialization of
the Black family through television shows like "Leave It To
Beaver" in the 1950s; political
movements in the 1960s and
1970s; corporate America and
its glass ceiling in the 1980s
and assimilation to stereotypical images ofthe previous four
decades in the 1990s.
"It hurts the entire
nation, because (African
Americans) are not evolving
Bertice Berry
the way we should be evolving," Berry said.
As a result of 1950s
"I sat down and
television- shows encouraging watched 200 videos with
a family structure void of ex- Black people (in them), and
tended family members - the only one that looked like
aunts, uncles and grandpar- me was a prostitute."
ents - Berry said the Black
Berry commented
family structure was altered. that the popular television
Commenting on the show "Family Matters" is reroles of members within the flective of how Blacks have
Black family before the 1950s, slowly began to pass along
Berry
remarked
and accept images presented
"Childcare ... who needed in the media over the last four
childcare?"
decades.
Welfare, Berry said,
"(Steve Urkel) is a
was a system of shared veg- crazy boy, without a fami\y,
etation and other foods be- who lives next door to a potween community members, liceman," Berry said.
not a government handout to
According to Berry,
African-American families media have cultivated a maunits that parted from their terialistic generation of African Americans who buy into
extended family members.
talk
shows and twisted soap
In the 1990s, Berry
said intentionally misleading operas.
"(Talk shows) delibimages are continuing to be
placed in the media, some- erately look for people who
thing she concluded after a
See Bertice on page 11
research project.

se the S ace

I

Right Now!

"No one has ever
ked ...noonehasevercared,"
ertice Berry Ph.D., author,
omedienne and talk show
ost, told an assembly of 200
tudents and faculty in the
imal Industries Building at
rairie View A&MUniversity
n Feb. 19, while presenting a
ecture on mass media and its
ffects on African Americans.
"If you control the
edia, you control the mesage," Berry said.
Forthatreason,Berry
aid many African-American
omen have not been made
owledgeable about chemials in the perm kits used on
eir hair.
"We saywe're going to
et our hair fixed," Berry con. ued, "as if it's broken."
According to Berry,
ata has been presented reealing thatAfrican-American
omen with perms have been
eported to be at greater risk
fbreast cancer.
Additionally, Berry
aid other chemicals contained
the applications are said to
ontribute to increased estroen levels in pre-pubescent
·rls, causing them to mature
ore rapidly.
In an event that also
ddressed changes in the meia during the last 40 years,

f&:f\&

For information about this and other NHSC opportunities,

It's Free!!! Earn up to $5000 + per
month

t-800-324-3245
24 Hour Recorded Infonnation
Sponsor ID#: 108573356
Order your info pak NOW!
Please also visit our internet website at:
http://freedomstarr.com/J085733S6.rep

L ________________ J ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

call us at 1-800-221-9393.
http://www.bphc.hrsa.dhhs.gov/nhsc/nhsc.htm
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NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS
Y•At1a
CLI \ICIAf'IIS M.. C•rt

The Naoonal Htillth S<Mc• Corps" a p1og,am of the ffdtfal t1<alth Resourc,s
,nd S....C..AdmM11aoon·s 8i,eau of Pi,ma,y H<alth Cai,. wt.ch" the local
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By Joyce Dixon
Panther Staff

A lot of how people
think of themselves is based
on what others think about
them and it becomes increasingly hard to gain a positive
self-image when people are
constantly confronted with
others' expectations for them.
In his book "A Lesson
Before Dying," Ernest Gaines
visits this issue and tells his
readers that no matter what
others think of you, you are
the only one who can control
what you will be. In essence
the book is saying you can b~
anything and do anythingyou
want.
Gaines' story opens on
a plantation in Louisiana during a time when Black people
in America were not seen as
equals in the eyes of white
men.
A young man named
Jefferson happened to be in
the wrong place at the wrong
time and ended up being convicted of murdering a white
man while robbing his store.
Jefferson was sentenced to
death by electrocution.
Jefferson's white lawyer tries to get him off by basically degrading him, saying
Jeffersonis"unintelligentand
uncivilized ... all that he is capable ofdoing is plowing fields,
hauling wood and picking cotton." In his last statement, he
called Jefferson a hog.
---

¾ ?& -f

&& ( .

Grant Wiggins, the plantation
school teacher is soon thereafter assigned the task of making Jefferson a man before he
goes to the electric chair. This
is not a task Grant accepts
willingly as he isn't sure if he
can make Jefferson a man.
What was it that he
could teach Jefferson that he
had not already been taught
in his 21 years? Grant felt
that Jefferson was already
dead and there was nothing
he could do to save him, but he
could try to keep others from
ending up like him.
Grant's biggest obstacle in helping Jefferson was
with the white leaders of the
community. They didnotwant
to see Grant help Jefferson
improve his ~elf-image because Grant was not "broken"
like all the other men on the
plantation. Besides, it didn't
matter how he went to the
chair as long as he went. They
felt they had succeeded in
making Jefferson the worthless -penion they wanted a\\
black men to be.
Jefferson was convicted of murder in October.
Six months after the conviction a date was set for
Jefferson's execution - the second Friday after Easter, April
8.
"Twelve white men
say a black man must die, and
another white man sets the
date and time without consulting one black person,"
writes Gaines. Justice?
Contrary to what the
community leaders believe,
they do not win. Grant's job
was to make Jefferson a man
before he walked to the electric chair and he succeeded.
Before Jefferson was lead out
of his cell, he looked at the
preacher and told him to give
this message to his godmother,
"Tell Nannan I walked."
At that moment,
Jefferson was a man.
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Open Mic

''What I'ma do now?"
1s the question producer and
entertainer ..,ean "Puffy"
Combs asked at the end of
"Victory", the first cut on his
multi-platinum selling album No Way Out.
With the tragic
death of the late, great Notorious B.I.G., it seemed as
if it was only a matter of
time before the Bad Boyreign
would come to a screeching
halt.
Well, it's been a year
since that dreaded day inhiphop and the Bad Boys of the
industry have proven the
naysayers wrong again.
Just last week Puff won two
Grammy Awards for best rap
song ("I'll Be Missing You")
and best rap album (No Way
Out), and Mase's debut album Harlem World is still
climbing the charts.
Really, could it get
any more John Blaze?
Damn straight it can
because the label's first rap
group The LOX are next in
line to claim platinum success and they're doing it in
royal Bad Boy fashion.

DREAM ON A HILL
On a hill in a rural community in Waller County,
Texas, the reality of our
dreams came true.
Nurtured with love and
understanding our dreams
grew into a beautiful
University called Prairie
View.
With the establishment of the
Southwestern Athletic
Conference, Prairie View
embarked on an athletic
mission. Championship
Teams are part of our
heritage and winning a
tradition.

Because together we're on a
mission to see Prairie
View A & M University succeed.
It's up to you whlch
way to choose, but your support
is what we need.
Let our history be our landmark
and the future our
motivation, as our Panther Pride
is spread across
the nation. The memories of the
Purple and Gold
wm never fade away. The
dream on a hill still lives
in the hearts of true Panther
today.

By Ivan Seahorn
"Dream on a Hill was created in
Time through the years has
an effort to unify the love and
changed our plight, our
economic support of the Prairie
view from the hill is not as
View alumni, friends and well
bright. But through the
wishers throughout Texas and
grace of God he will change
across the nation.
the wrong to right, then
we'll
see
our
future
in
a
better light. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

art of 'Open Mk' Submit your poe
an\bu, llm. 114 in the bottom of the
-

VII\\\ 'be se\ec.~ (oT eac.b \ssu...

A Day never passes
When I think of you
As I write this poem of Love
Just to show you that My love
is so true.
How can I explain
My inner feelings
Between you my friend
As I count these •
Endless days
Until I see your
BeautifuJ face again.
As I close my eyes
I can picture your
Warm embrace
Holding me close and near
Whispering the things
That I want to hear
So softly within my ear
Only time will reveal
If you will give my love a
Chance
As I end this poem
With a kiss
And wait on you to
Join me in thls perfect
Romance.
-Me\v'ln 'Doug\as McLain Jr.

National Honorary Engineering Fraternity Survey

1. Do you feel, as a non-engineering major, that pre-engineering coursework
may be intimidating (e.g., physics, calculus, materials science, etc.)? Y or N

2. Do you feel that engineering majors have to study more than a non-engineering major? Y or N If yes, did that affect your choice in majors? Y or N
3. Would you feel comfortable learning about machines, tooling, electricity and
currents, chemicals or mat.erial strengths? Y or N
4. What do you consider is your most difficult class and why?_ _ _ _ _ __

7. Are you int.erested in engineering? Y or N What is your int.erest based on?
- - money _respect _ technical experience _ fun _ challenge
PVAMU Curriculum
8. Would you consider sitting in on a class such as Space Exploration Lectures
or Creative Engineering II presentations? Y or N
9. Is there any particular question you've always wanted to ask an engineer?
Y or N If yes, what is it? _____________________
10. What is your overall opinion of engineering students and faculty?.__ __

The LOX
and screaming tracks laced by
Bad Boy beat makers, The
Hitmen.
Money ... opens with
the mediocre "Livin' the Life"
and escalates to the partyjumpin' "If You Think I'm
Jiggy". The album then leaps
sky-high into the title track
which features newcomer

DMX and Miss Queen Bee Li'l
Kim over a throbbing beat.
"Let's Start Rap Over"

focuses on th e unfortunate
tum rap music has taken
and the overall s trives of our
community. The song is
backed with vocals from Bad
Boy's new balladeer Carl
Thomas.
The album wins with
songs like the clever "All For
the Love", "B s from
Eastwick", a comical tale
about the antics women pull
m hopes of scoring the loot,
and "So Right", the danceable
Cheryl Lynn-sampled track.
Aside from a couple
songs that could have been
better, like the so-so "Everybody Wanna Rat" and the
lacking "Can't Stop, Won't
Stop", Money, Power & Respect sets precedence as the
first rap album by a group on ·
the Bad Boy label. The LOX
which translates to Livin~
Off Experience, prove themselves as new contenders in
the rap game.
Panther Music Ratioits
Superstar, All-Star, Starter, Rookie.
Money, Power, & Respect :

2~uestions
1. Why is 1l that you never see some people with books?
2. Where was the Marching Storm at the TSU game?
3. Why has the Peace Corps recruited more students 10 the last
three days than the NROTC has m the last year?
4. When did University Village start giving out basketball
scholarships?
5. Remember when the front of Alumni used to be crunk?
6. Why is G.T. so worrisome?
7. If ?ur colors are royal purple and gold, why is the MSC
painted lavender and white?
8. Why wasn't everyone infonned of the faculty/staff and student
meeti~g in _the ~ameroom everyday at 3 p.m. (Jerry Springer)?
9. Why 1s University Village so triflrng?
IO. Really, just what are they doing with al l the $100 deposits''
11 . Why _is Dean Lewter paranoid about h1 name appearing in 20
questions?
12. ~ince the Homecoming 97 shirts didn't sell, can we please get
nd of them?
13. Did you know that the softball team is 6 and 2?
14. When did Mega become a Greek alphabet?
15. Why is Madd Hatta always talking about somebody haling
him?
16. Why aren't more students irate like Eric Gaither?
17. Did he become a celebrity because of the last 20 questions'?
18. Why do the campus police try to give tickets to females who
won't give them their phone numbers'?
19. Why when a tudent asked DT. Ba\tri.\) 1( she wanted to \...i.ck

,t

a\ Phoenix, 1,he 1'.\ar~d \alkm~ a'oou\ hc.r c.u no\. ma'Lln~ \\ \.O

All-St.ar

By Zharmer Hardimon
Enl.crtainment Editor

Arizona'!

20. Whal do you think'!

Replacement Killers slays latest action flicks

The National Honorary Engineering Fraternity wants to know what you, as a
non-engineering major or an undecided student, think about engineering in
general. Please fill out this form and return it to the Panther Office in Rm. 114
of the Memorial Student Cen\er.

5. Have you ever ventured across campus to the two engineering buildings and
looked around? Y or N Is or was there anything in the buildings that interested
you?YorN
6. Have you ever spoken _w ith engineering students or faculty about tlie current
engineering programs? Y or N If yes, what did they say, briefly? _ _ _ __

Hailing from Yonkers,
New York, The LOX's newly
released CD Money, Power &
Respect provides listeners
with stunning lyrical talent

raE

pREAM TEAM

wants to interpret your dream,
Do you wonder what your dremm IIICIID? II that special
person you diam about yoar_1bture Ion? Have you ever
dlcamal a1Joa:t --nedtiq tblt Clllle trueffl Now )'OU c::an
have yaardram pewcwwlly lutapea.d by ■ tam ol
cxpcdL Scad ,oar clraa.\ nwfHna addlm. and sao.oo to:
1be Dram Team
P.O. 8oz 9742
Collep Stadoa, TX 77142

For elda1linmmt purpo111 only.

The driving soundtrack, almost nonstop action, and refreshing camera
angles make "Replacement Killers" the action movie we've been missing as of
late. It keeps you on the edge of your seat from the first frames to the last, a
perfect way for Hong Kong action star Chow Yun-Fat to make his Amencan
screen debut. Superbly directed by Antoine Fuqua, best known for his work on
music videos, "Replacement Killers" is a graceful but deadly dance of bullets,
testosterone, and adrenaline which unfolds on the screen as the story of
professional killer John Lee (Chow Yun-Fat) is told .
The story centers around an assignment Lee is given by his employer,
the powerful underworld figure Mr. Wei (Kenneth Tsang). Lee's assignment is
to kill the 7-year-old son of Wei's nemesis Stan Zedkov (Michael Hooker), th e
policeman Wei holds responsible for the death of his own son.
Lee, who has efficiently killed for Wei many times before, refuses to
complete this assignment because the target 1s a child. The pnce for his
msubordination is death, for both himself and his family in mainland China.
Lee immediately sets about the task of getting back to China to both
avoid Wei's people in the states and protect his family from Wei's aggressions
overseas.
With Wei's men hot on his trail, he crosses paths with professional
forger Meg Coburn (Mira Sorvino) in his efforts to get a fake passport he needs
to leave the country.
What follows is a series of brilliantly choreographed gun battles, car
chases and fight scenes that pit Lee, and inadvertently Coburn, against Wei's
men, the police, and the replacement killers Wei brought in to not only complete
Lee's original assignment, but also to kill Lee.
Chow Yun-Fat bums with intensity in the role of John Lee, and makes
you simply want to watch him, much like Clint Eastwood in earlier years.
Yun-Fat is well supported by Sorvino who does a good job of making Meg
Coburn a believable character as does Kenneth Tsang who gives Wei a stoic, yet
seedy quality with his performance.
Overall, the plot has its share of twists and turns, and this combined
with Fuqua's masterful manipulation of camera angles and lighting takes you
on a ride well worth the price of admission.

By John Scott

photo by l''ruak Maal

Professional assassin John Lee (Chow Yun-Fat) and document forger Meg Coburn
(Mira Sorvino) are surrounded by assassins in her a artment.
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Basketball Teams Focus on Fundamentals
By Santee's Bowers
Panther Staff
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free throws.
The men's free throw avetagein those- e~ineswa.s 59
per~nt whifo.the women's was 58 percen:.. These shots are
supposed to be freet so having such shot petcentllges ftoin the
charity stripe is unforgivable bec.ause games are won and lost
on the line.
The Feb. 21 losses to Alcorn State are a perfect
example of what I'm talking a~ut. Against Aloom, PVs
women ml!5sed 10 of23-free throws ands\lffered ~ 4-point loss
wbi\e \he men. ll\l.SS~d 13 of 32 {tee th.t<>wt. and suffered a 9·
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Representing Prairie
View, Panther basketball
players went to work on the
rims. Scoring points against
universities such as Grambing
State, Texas Southern, and
Arkansas-Pine Bluff, the
teams tried to showcase their
talents.
"We have improved
this year with six new players," Head Coach Robert
Atkins said. "Working on fundamentals during the pre-season and then using other techniques as the season progressed,
helped
the
Pantherettes to beat Arkansas-Pine Bluff, 65-31.
Using the motto 'we
believe' before leaving the
locker room, Pantherettes
gained confidence as the season progressed.
"The more we learned
the more we were able to improve as a team," forward
Sonya Riley said,

improvement."
Working intricately
together as a team, the Panthers also tried to go back to
the basics.
~
"As a team we tried to
focus on the three basic fundamentals," guard Jocquinn
Arch said. "Defense, rebounds,
and free-throws."
With leadership roles
shifted, as two players were
added and some were lost, the
team tried to pull together as
a team.
Using the motto 'don't
give up, don't ever give up' the
team managed to shoot 81%
from the free-throw line during the Texas Southern Game.
"We just relaxed during the game to take the pressure of," center Aaron Thompson said. "Hopefully the emotional high from winning that
we are on will carry over into
theSWAC(Southwestem Athletic Conference) tournament."
During their spare
tirne captain King Whetstone

Working together we and other players lift weights,
t<>um.ament Butthat's not all. notbyafong sbot. Bothte{l:ms
hltti aliu, bi~n-plaguoo by ttirnorers. fn. the)ast five games; were able to compete on the eat right, and work on their
t4,e ladies hav~. g:iven µp an .average o-f H steals per pme same level as other teams who shooting skills.
According to student
while the m.in' faU'ed a .little hettei-, by giving UJ? S.8 steals 1l were ranked higher than us."
ga,m~. .
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\. · ··TMSe tumoversusuallyresoltinpoints neither-te~ms

cap ~ord. s<(ball handle~ ~µ~t 1p!e}} their}i.ead~ µp, '!~h
piissing·l&ne:Hor potential tbiikt~ and get the ball.down. the
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Assistant
Coach
Louise Madison encouraged
her players not to be content
with their skills and work on
their stamina. "With a better
nucleus of player, as opposed
to last year, the team performed better," Madison said.
''With a young team, primarily composed of sophomores
and juniors we realize that
there is room and time for

EACECORPS

The Toughest.Job You'll Ever Love

coach Mark Patton, the team
is basically the same. They
have a different inspiration
for the season and battle inconsistency.
"Intensity from other
teams -and inconsistency
among ourselves led to missed
free-throws," guard Landon
Rowe said. "Missing the free
points often led to many lost
games."

Insurance and
Atheletes
By John Scott
News Editor

"I don't know, I'm
still receiving bills.... I've
got one for $400 at the house
now," complained starting
quarterback Josh Barnes as
he responded to the question of whethll1 or not the
medical insurance provided
by Prairie View',· A&M University (PVAMO) was paying for the medical treatment of injuries he sustained while competing in a
football game for the university.
Do Prairie View's
athletes have adequate
medical protection when
they put their health and
even their lives on the line
I for the honor of the University?
A recent interview
with PVAMU's Athletic
Trainer, Dr. John Mayes,
revealed what many might
consider to be startling information on the insurance
practices of the university
in regard to its athletes.
According to Dr.
Mayes, recent allegations
related to the university's
practice of under-insuring
its athletes are untrue.
Dr. Mayes does admit that all the university
maintains is the minimum
amount of$25,000 worth of
insurance required

Bertice from page 7

Insurance from page 10 A&M." These choices included

are going to fight, act-up and
show out," Berry said. "I've
worked on these shows where
they tell you to lie to get people
on the show."
As far as watching
soap operas, Berry said college students should spend
more time focusing on educational goals and activist movements at the campus level.
"Why would you
watch soap operas, when Luke
raped Laura and they got
married?," Berry asked.
"Stop buying into the
image you see on t.v.," Berry
said.

by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).
What many may find
unsettling is this amount is
supposed to cover the medical
expenses of over 300 athletes
that represent PVAMU in
competitions.
"Morally it may sound
wrong," Mayes conceded. "I
don't agree personally.... It's
the duty of the institution to
take care of the athletes who
represent it."
But, he said choices
had to be made since the school
does not have a "$51 million
athletic endowment like Texas
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See Insurance on
page 11

the remaining balance. The
deductible on the NCAA policy
of $25,000 is covered by the
dollar amount of the
university's secondary policy.
So in essence, said Dr. Mays,
PV's athletes are fully insured.
"Alumni need to put
their money where their
mouth is," said Dr. Mayes,
expressing anger that the
safety of the school's athletes
had to be obtained in a roundabout fashion because of financial woes. "We have more
than 30,000 alumni. If each
just gave just $10 a year, we
would have more than enough
to properly train and protect
these athletes."

ACROSS

"IAN"

R E B y V T Q O L I G DBYW

I

I

university's insurance company will hold back on payment ofbenefits until this can
be verified, resulting in hospitals being paid late, and they
in turn reporting athletes to
collection agencies who incessantly harass them. The harassment caused false allegations that the school underinsured its athletes.
What happens athletes with or without primary
policies are injured and their
medical bills exceed the
university's secondary policy?
According to Dr.
Mayes, theNCAAhaswhatis
called a "catastrophic insurance policy" which would pay

which insurance policy was
both financially prudent and
practical for the fiscallystrapped athletic program.
The current policy of
$25,000 is a secondary excess
policy with a zero deductible,
meaning it will pick up any
expenses beyond the athletes'
own primary medical insurance. In the event the athletes
don't have insurance, the
university's policy becomes
primary and pays all expenses
up to $25,000.
The glitch in insuring
athletes in this way is that if
the athlete doesn't have a primary insurance policy, the

Salutes the Students of
Prairie View A & M University &
the l 81 African Americans Serving As Peace
Corps Volunteers Around the World!
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PV freshman learns to just stay true to herself
Life on Prairie View
can be confusing, exhausting, and laughable.
Life sucks sometimes and feelings will get
hurt, but life goes on and
people need to learn to
laugh about it because life
moves to fast too sulk about
it.
One has to decide
whether they want to live a
strong life or a weak life
because the difference can
be a strong, confident person who knows what they
want out of life and stays
positive by learning from
their experiences and especially their mistakes.
A weak life is characterized by people who can
never be alone perhaps because they realize where

try to lie or cheat their way
through life.
I could write about
the frauds and cons on Prairie View's campus or write
about the "playas" and
"playaha tters".
I could even write
about my experiences as a
freshman at Prairie View.
But, instead I would like to
write about three words
that have become important to me while attending
this institution -friendship,
success, and power.
Friendship can be
defined by someone you can
count on whenever you are
in need. A friend cares about
you.
When people first
enter college, they have the
idea that 'I am going to find
my husband or wife', and 'I
am going to find the friends
who will help me start a

tb.ey stand. 'm tb.e wor\d, and.

com-pany or be in my wed-

By Latoya Moore
Panther Staff

from everyone I've met at
Prairie View like being
more understanding, patient, and knowledgeable of
people.

about the friends I have on
campus is that they say
some positive or negative
phrases that stay in my
mind but make me think
about my outlook on life.
For example, they
might say, "It doesn't get
that serious."
With all the problems you or I complain
about, ask yourself does it
really get that serious?
Friends have a way
of making one see truths
that they can't or don't want
to see.
Success comes from
a will to be the best at whatever you decided to do in
life.
I entered Prairie
View to be successful in my
field, receive a degree and
become mentally and emotionally prepared for the
"real world."

Something I love

l define success as

ding.'
I've learned while
attending Prairie View that
that is not always the case.
You have to be
aware of the people who are
taking advantage of you.
I've learned so much

''Friendships,
power, and
success go hand
in hand.
Without them,
you can
probably get lost
at Prairie View."

achieving your goals.
Power, to some, is
controlling others, but really it's about controlling
yourself.
Control over one's
life can stirn ulate power and
therefore you can be powerful.
I've learned that I
rule "my'' world, and I have
the power to change almost
anything regarding myself.
Friendship, power,
and success go hand in
hand.
Without them, you
can probably get lost at
Prairie View.
I appreciate the
knowledge I have gained,
learning that only lean control my feelings and that I
must stay true to myself.
This know ledge will
help me and help you succeed in every decision we
make for the future.

WALLER FAMILY PRACTICE
1221 FARR STREET- WALLER, TX 77484
(409) 372-3646

"CARE FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY UNDER ONE ROOF"

- Comprehensive Family Care - Pediatric Care - Physical Exams - Immunizations
- Sports/School Physicals - Well Baby Care - Minor Emergency Care- Internal Medicine - Circumcision
(abrasions, lacerations, etc.)

If you do not see your insurance company listed below or yo•J have an
questions about our participation in your insurance, please call for more infolmation.
e Clinic Accepts:
I.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Accordia Small Busiaus
Accouatable Health
Aetaa Managed O,oice
Aetaa ()pea Choice
Affili11ed Health Care
A/fordable Medial Networks
Alliance Health Providers
a. Allied Benefit Systems, Inc.
. American Exchange Life Insurance Co.
I0. Amen ca General Health Piao
11 . Ameriao Group AdnuniJtratorJ
12 America IDJurance Co. ofTell&J
13. Amencan MedjcaJ Secw,ty
14. Amencaa Pioneer Life luurance Co.
15. Arnencao Re.serve
16. Anthem Health Piao
17. APWU

18. Beech Sued
19. Benefit Plaaner
20. Blue O,oic:e
21. Blue Cr"'"'81ueShield oiTX
22 Boon Chapman
23. Capp Care Network
24. Central Seauity Life IDJWuce Co .
25. a.an.,.
26. Choice I00
27. Ciaoa Companie.,
28. CNA Companie.,
29. CoJI Care
30. Crown Life
3 I. EB P Health PlaDJ
32 EDS Health Benefit PlaDJ
33. Ell!IX Southwe.s1
34. Fed Sele<:1
35. F1nt Health
36. GEHA
37. Golden Rule Life

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Great F1dehty Life
Health Admttwtr11100 Service.,
Health Advantage
Health Care Albano
Health Care Compare
Health Compare A/fordable
Health Nd Provider
Health Partner
Health Seleci
Health Ri,k Management
HEC (Health Ecooonuc.s) Selea
Hill Country Life lruurance Company
Home Life
HOUJ100 Health Care Purcha.s1ng Org.
Humana Health Care Plans

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5 I.
52
53. IDS
54. Jefferson Pilot

55.
56.
57.
51.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

65.
66.

67.
61.
69.
70.
71.
72
73.

Jefferson Life Insurance Company
John Alden
John Hancock Advantage Plan
John Hancock
Lamar Life
L1beny Mutual
Managed Health Care
Mediaid
Med Corp Southwe,t, Inc.
Mediare
Mega Life
Mid-Coo11neo1 Medical
Me;norial Health Network
Memorial Suters of Charity
Met Ide
Moira Health
Monucello Life IDJuraoce Company
Motorola Health Plan
Mutual of Omaha

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
17.
88.
89.

National Automatic Sprinkler Industry
National Foundation Life Insurance Co.
National Health Care Alliance
Northwut H0<uton Provider, Alliance
Northwe.stern National Life
NYL Care (PPO)
One Health Plan ofTexa.s
PPO ofTexu
Philadelphia Life
Phoenix · Home Life
Preferred Health Network
Preferred Plan of TX
Pre.sidential Life lnJurance Co.
Private Health Care SyJtems
Provident Life
Regil

90. Sanus Report (PPO)
9 I. Sima Health
92. Southwut Home Life lnJurance C
93. Standard lnJurance Company
94. Student )DJuunce
95. Tareco, Inc. (PPO)
96. Tareco PPO &EPO
97. Texas Municipal League
98. The Lubriul Cocporation
99. Time Life
100. TIPHO
IOI. Travelers
I 02. USA Health Network
103. Unicare
I 04. United Payeu & Prov1deu, Inc.
105 . Wuhington Nauonal
106. Workmtn Com~nuuon

